Retractable Tool Lanyard (Cobra MKII + Single Tool Holster)

Tool Lanyards
Retractable Tool Lanyard (Cobra MKII + Single Tool Holster)

The Cobra MKII has been designed from conception as a retractable tool
lanyard, making it specific for its purpose. It provides flexibility tool reach
combined with a reduction in tripping and snagging hazards, with only the
required amount of cable extended and exposed. Together the Cobra MKII
and single tool holster provide the perfect tool solution system.

FEATURES
The model comes supplied with a single tool holster attached making it an ideal combination
Ergonomically optimised design providing quick tool holstering and fast tool draw
Designed with single deep pocket suitable for a wide range of small hand tools
Holster will accommodate and fit onto standard (50mm) width existing universal tool belts
Features a single anchorage point rated to 5kgs (Dynamically tested - see ‘testing pages’ for
more info). Rating using a 2:1 safety factor
Combined with the Cobra MKII retractable reel, is designed to prevent falling tools
and objects
Optimised (swivel) to prevent twisting with intense usage in applications such as
scaffolding etc
The Cobra MKII is uniquely developed with a smooth cable pull and retraction action,
resulting in a motion without snatching and locking which inferior models suffer from, making
them painful to work with. Not all reels are the same.
The Cobra MKII lanyard length is 1.25m when full extended, rated for hand tools up to 5kgs
(Dynamically tested - see ‘testing pages’ for more info). Rating using a 2:1 safety factor
Individually serialised for clear easy inspection, full traceability and control
Issued with a ‘Declaration of Conformity’ product certificate and ‘Final Inspection’ sheet
The Cobra MKII allows direct tool attachment via a Karabiner
Lanyard + holster weight: 0.20kgs (without connectors)
Design, tested and manufactured in the UK for superior finish and quality control
The Cobra MKII is optimised to work with all leading edge tool tethers, belts and holsters
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Code

Name

Description

TOOLCOBRASTH

Cobra MKII + Single Tool Holster

(Plain) No Connectors

TOOLCOBRASTHK

Cobra MKII + Single Tool Holster

Supplied with 1x Karabiner

TOOLCOBRASTHM

Cobra MKII + Single Tool Holster

Supplied with 1x Mallion
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